Analytic Intelligence Writer/Instructor

Instruction:
Will be in a team teaching environment format that combines briefs, and lectures with multiple exercises and
activities. Instructors are responsible for the preparation and maintenance of their classrooms and other exercise
materials. Instructors will report on a day-to-day basis to the Course Manager. The ideal candidate will have passion
for instruction and preparing a generation of analysts for their jobs. The position is not full time but is ideal for
seasoned professional who would like to work from 20 to 40 weeks per year. The training facility is TBD.
Description:
Join SESLLC an exciting opportunity as an Instructor in support the Office of Intelligence and Analysis (OIA),
teaching Intelligence Community Directive (ICD) compliant products. The Analytical intelligence writing capability
curriculum will be taught to improve overall quality, brevity and impact OIA’s written intelligence analysis to meet
the following objectives:
Increase OIA analytic impact and mission effectiveness by improving writing skills of analysts and the presentation
quality of OIA written products by close compliance with analytic tradecraft standards, per ICD 203, 206, 28 and
710;
Provide OIA analysts successful understanding and capability of demonstrating the art of mechanics of intelligence,
analytic writing, including language structure, usage, format and grammar, and writing for executive customers via
the “inverted pyramid” writing style;
Provide analyst efficient preparation and quality of finished intelligence reports (basic-descriptive, currentreportorial, or speculative-estimative), collection plans and manuals, and guides for field collectors and law
enforcement agencies; and
Provide increased analyst capability to prepare significant studies or assignments of a highly specialized nature,
which are expected to have a serious impact upon the intelligence community.
Qualifications:
Requirements include: Must have a minimum of 4 years of experience in education or training, that include the
ability to work in a team-teaching environment, where you understand the entire course material in order to ensure
continuity between modules, BS degree or equivalent professional experience, and an active TS/SCI clearance.
Must possess extensive knowledge and background in the substantive areas of intelligence, as well as extensive
knowledge of the lC's structure and lC member organizations' roles and capabilities regarding analytic matters. Must
possess deep expertise and be well versed in the topics of national security, foreign policy, science and technology,
law enforcement or economic policy. Must have experience as an intelligence analyst within the IC, including
having extensive knowledge of IC Analytic Standards, analytic tradecraft and methodologies, and experience in
applying them to resolve intelligence problems.
Desired:
Knowledge of adult learning theory Knowledge of instructional design Masters, PhD or law degree Experience with
the scientific method Experience with other diagnostic or investigative techniques.

